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Summit Panghen Metok
Hotel
L AC H E N


EASTERN HIMALAYAS
LARGEST HOTEL CHAIN


OVER OVER







D E O LO,  KA L I M P O N G


Prepare to be delighted by the pleasant décor of the rooms at Summit Panghen Metok Hotel 


in Sikkim. Our Lachen hotel rooms are all spacious enough to comfortably accommodate you 


and your family. The sophisticated amenities in the rooms will allow you to unwind during 


your stay. The hotel has three room types to choose from: Deluxe Room with Balcony, 


Premium Room with Balcony, and Premium Triple Room with Balcony. And no matter which 


accommodation you choose, your desire to witness the massive Himalayas up close will not 


be compromised.


Gumpa Road, Lachen, North Sikkim


Front Office:  +91 80695 77796  |  Reservation No:  +91 83 8887 7888 


NO OF KEYS: 16


Deluxe Room with Common Balcony  |  Premium Room with Common Balcony


Premium Triple Room with Common Balcony


Room Categories


CENTRALLY LOCATED
IN LACHEN


TRADITIONAL
SIKKIM ARCHITECTURE


WOODEN CRAFTED
RESTAURANT


PANAROMIC VIEWS
OF MOUNTAINS


24 HOUR
SERVICE


24/7


BED
WARMERS







guest reviews


We stayed for a couple of nights at this place and found it very warm and cosy. It has 
great views of the snow capped  Mountains and in a location as remote provides a 


great place to stay and chill out. Food is great, service is good and Diwakar the 
manager is ever helpful and patient. We had a great time at this hotel and would 


recommend as a place to stay whilst you are touring North Sikkim.


PRADEEP MURTHY


Good hotel with all the necessary amenities. Manager, Mr. 
Diwakar ji is very attentive and helpful. The rooms are clean and 


well maintained. The power cuts are well managed through a 
generator. The food is good as well.


SANKET DALVI


I stayed here for a night and the rooms are clean and cozy, bed warmers do 
their job well... There's hot water in the bathroom 24 hours a day and the staff 
is warm and responsive..Also the food is great .. and for a woman solo traveler 
like me ,safety was of utmost importance and it's a safe place .Overall , a very 


good stay in a remote place like Lachen .


UMANG GUPTA






